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10-m dish gives 1-arcmin 
resolution at 2 mm

The South Pole Telescope

Located at the South Pole
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SPT

13x smaller beam (13’ vs 1’)
17x deeper (300 uK-arcmin vs 18 uK-arcmin)

230 
deg2

(9% of SPT 
Survey)



!2/dof = 35.5/38,pte = 0.58
!2/dof = 35.5/44,pte = 0.82

WMAP & SPT are 
consistent with each 
other, and LCDM 
provides great fit to 
joint dataset

CMB+foregrounds
CMB

CMB Power Spectrum: WMAP and SPT

“damping
tail”

Keisler et al 2011, ApJ, 743, 28



Science Highlight 1:
Searching for new particles
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Standard
Model, 3 neutrinos.

Neff = 3.86 ± 0.42
(SPT+WMAP+H0+BAO)Keisler et al 2011, ApJ, 743, 28



Science Highlight 2: 
Measuring neutrino mass
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Benson et al 2011, 
arXiv: 1112.5435



Science Highlight 3: 
Probing Dark Energy
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w= -0.97 +/- 0.06Benson et al 2011, 
arXiv: 1112.5435
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17x deeper (300 uK-arcmin vs 18 uK-arcmin)
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Area  
(deg2)

Beamsize 
(arcmin)

Map Noise 
(uK-arcmin)

WMAP 30,000 13 300

Planck 30,000 5 45

SPT 2500 1 18
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230 
deg2

(9% of SPT 
Survey)

Area  
(deg2)

Beamsize 
(arcmin)

Map Noise 
(uK-arcmin)

WMAP 30,000 13 300

Planck 30,000 5 45

SPT 2500 1 18

SPTpol 600 1 5

SPT-3G 2500 1 2
10x

deeper 
than SPT!





SPT-3G: 
CMB Lensing Power Spectrum

Credit: G. Holder

- CMB Lensing 
Detection Significance

-SPT-SZ=30-s
-Planck=30-s
-SPT-3G=150-s

- SPT-3G will measure 
individual lensing modes 
out to ell~1000 (Planck 
to ell~60)

- Cross-correlating with 
DES will measure galaxy 
bias to better than ~1%

Expected Error Bars



SPT-3G: 
Cluster Survey

Credit: B. Benson

-10x increase in number of  
clusters over SPT

- 4000 clusters at 99% purity 
threshold

-Could improve DES dark 
energy figure of merit by ~4 
by calibrating scatter in 
richness-mass relation (Wu 
et al. 2010)

-CMB-cluster lensing 
should provide a 3% cluster 
mass calibration (per 4000 
clusters)

- competitive with mass 
calibration from stacked weak-
lensing (Rozo et al. 2011)
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kSZ Pairwise Velocity Signal 
Galaxy clusters tend to 
fall towards each other 
(w.r.t. Hubble flow).

For a given pair, the 
high-z (low-z) cluster 
tends to move towards 
(away from) us 
=> 
differential CMB 
signal from kSZ 
effect.

Blue Shift
Red Shift

Observer

Project a 30-40-sigma detection of the pairwise 
kSZ signal for SPT-3G and a DES-like cluster 
sample with photoz errors.

DES photoz’s, SNR=33
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Comoving Separation Between Clusters (Mpc)

SPT-3G: 
Testing Gravity on Large-scales

Credit: R. Keisler

This provides a novel probe of gravity on 
~50-200 Mpc scales and competitively 
constrains modified theories of gravity (f(R)/
chameleon and DGP) on very large length 
scales.



SPT-3G: 
Projected E-mode Power Spectrum

Credit: T. Crawford

Planck      SPTpol      SPT-3G
-SPT-3G competive 
with Planck at ell > 
~200 

-Significantly 
improve “damping 
tail” science from 
EE-spectrum

-(parameter 
constraints in a few 
slides)



B-modes
(Inflation)

B-modes
(lensed)

SPT-3G: 
Projected B-mode Power Spectrum

Credit: T. Crawford

Planck
SPTpol
SPT-3G

-Planck realistically 
will not detect B-
modes

-SPTpol will make 
pioneering B-mode 
measurements 

-SPT-3G will be 
deep enough to:

- improve neutrino 
mass constraints (over 
Planck)
- “de-lens” at large-
scales and improve “r” 
constraint



SPT-3G: 
Parameter Constraints

Credit: C. Reichardt, G. Holder, G. Simard

-Scalar-to-tensor constraint of dr=0.01
-Constrain sum-of neutrino masses d(Smn)=0.05 eV
-Constrain number of relativistic species to d(Neff)=0.07

-factor of 1.9x improvement, break degeneracies with other cosmological 
parameters

blue=big improvment
green=decent improvement



2001: ACBAR
16 detectors

2007: SPT
960 detectors

ACBAR was the first experiment to 
make a “background limited” detector, 
since then weʼve just been trying to 
make more of them

2012: SPTpol
~1600 detectors

Evolution of Detector Focal Planes

2016: SPT-3G
~15,200 detectors



BoloBolo Bolo

Free space filter



Bolo

Bolo Bolo

Antenna

Channelizer



Triplexer Pixel 
90GHz 

220GHz 

150GHz 

Bolometers Sinuous 

antenna 

Triplexer Pixel 
90GHz 

220GHz 

150GHz 

Bolometers Sinuous 

antenna 
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Superconducting Detectors at ANL



SPT

SPT+DES

Dark Matter?



2001: ACBAR
16 detectors

2007: SPT
960 detectors

2012: SPTpol
~1600 detectors

Role of multiplexing

2016: SPT-3G
~15,200 detectors

1x MUX

8x MUX

12x MUX

64x MUX

Cryogenic detectors - 
wiring is what matters



thousands of detectors fully instrumented at <100 mK. The goal of this proposal is to develop and demonstrate the 
readout technology required for making such a detector array possible. 

 
The technology of this proposal expands on 
recent work by the superconducting devices 
group at NIST-Boulder, who will collaborate on 
this project. NIST has demonstrated the 
feasibility of utilizing microwave electronics for 
SQUID-based multiplexing of TES bolometers 
with low intrinsic bandwidth (<100 Hz) [17]. We 
are proposing to extend this multiplexing 
technology to readout fast TES detectors, which 
require broadband (~1 MHz) operation. 
 
This proposal also leverages the investment in 
and growth of a superconducting detector group 
at ANL. Our group has been actively engaged in 
the development and fabrication of TES micro-
bolometers over the last five years. Recently, 
nearly 400 polarimeters from ANL have been 
deployed to the South Pole Telescope for 
measuring CMB polarization anisotropies in 
search of primordial gravity waves produced by 
cosmic Inflation. By partnering with NIST, this 
joint effort will have all the required technical 
expertise for success.  
 
The ANL superconducting detector group also 
possesses significant connections to the 
community of Dark Matter experiments. In 
particular, two of our members completed their 
PhDs with the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search 
(CDMS) experiment, one of the pioneers of 
cryogenic dark matter detectors. 

 

4. Benefits/beneficiaries/customers 

 
The field of Dark Matter direct detection is competitive and exciting because its detection would open the door for 
understanding new fundamental physics. It is expected that in the next decade direct detection experiments will 
either validate or rule out the WIMP Dark Matter hypothesis. Cryogenic sensors are among the most promising dark 
matter detector technologies because of their excellent background rejection and proven capabilities. However, the 
required target mass for future experiments (~1 ton) is a challenge for cryogenic instrumentation. We are proposing 
a development effort to address this need. Our proposal exploits a moment of technical opportunity. The current 
affordability of high speed digital electronics and the recent implementation of microwave SQUID readouts by NIST 
along with ANL’s recently cultivated low temperature detector expertise, provides us with the ingredients required 
for revolutionizing the readout of TES arrays. Developing this technology will enable a ton-scale cryogenic Dark 
Matter search experiment and strategically positions ANL to lead a future next generation Dark Matter search 
through the contribution of a critical technology. 
 
Though the scientific context of this development is the direct detection of Dark Matter, the benefits of this research 
impact a broad suite of scientific applications. There is a long history of TES detector development across a large 
spectrum of applications. In many of these cases, individual TES detectors have demonstrated superior 
performance relative to current state-of-the-art. However, the integration of TES devices into competitive scientific 
instruments has been limited by the small size of achievable TES arrays. Specifically, though it is possible to 
manufacture large arrays of TES based detectors, current TES readout technology is only capable of multiplexing 
~50 detectors per channel with at most 10 kHz of bandwidth per detector. Our proposed SQUID-based microwave 
multiplexer will be capable of multiplexing ~1000 detectors per channel with nearly 1 MHz of bandwidth per 
detector. Modest development of the readout scheme has the potential to further increase this to multiplexing 
factors of ~10,000. As such, the development of our proposed technology will be a breakthrough for TES readouts 
and paves the way for Megapixel TES arrays. Applications for these arrays include: high resolution x-ray 
spectrometers (!E~5 eV) capable of supporting high count rates (~1 Mcps), high resolution and radiation hard 

 
Figure 1 WIMP cross section vs. WIMP mass from [2]. 

Exclusion limits from current experiment correspond to solid 

lines with regions above the line excluded at 90% confidence 

(CDMS-II: green, XENON100: black). Dashed lines show 

projected sensitivity of upcoming ton-scale experiments 

(SuperCDMS Phase C: black, LUX: blue, XENON1T: green). 

Dots and shaded regions correspond to theoretically motivated 

parameter space with red indicating the most favored. Plot 

courtesy of http://dmtools.brown.edu 

 

 Bertone, G. Nature 468, 389–393
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Surface Event Rejection

• 133Ba

• 252Cf

Phonon pulse shape (timing) distinguishes surface events

Both yield and “timing” rejects these events
approximate
signal region

surface
event

nuclear
recoil

rising edge slope

10 µm “dead layer” results in reduced
ionization collection

SuperCDMS -> 1 ton?

• Future DM direct detection 
experiments will be ton scale

• bandwidth requirements makes 
MUXing current SuperCDMS 
technology is challenging

16

Surface Event Rejection

• 133Ba

• 252Cf

Phonon pulse shape (timing) distinguishes surface events

Both yield and “timing” rejects these events
approximate
signal region

surface
event

nuclear
recoil

rising edge slope

10 µm “dead layer” results in reduced
ionization collection
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calorimeters with large target areas (~10-20 cm
2
) for studies of heavy ion physics [18], and high resolution and high 

throughput optical spectrophotometers to replace current Integrated Field Units employed by optical astronomy.  
 

5. Hypothesis/Objectives/Approach (nature of work, deliverables, milestones, leveraging of external activities, FY2013 

work and expected results) 
 
The objective of this proposal is to demonstrate the viability of a new SQUID-based microwave multiplexer for TES 
detectors. We will accomplish this goal by utilizing our readout scheme to operate a TES-based x-ray detector to 
show for the first time, that the proposed readout technology can multiplex detectors with the bandwidth required for 
measuring single particle interactions. This work leverages ANL’s current capability for fabricating and testing TES-
based detectors and recent work on microwave-based SQUID readouts at NIST. 
 
Conventional TES readout technology uses SQUIDs which provide a low impedance, low noise, broadband current 
measurement with sufficient gain to drive room temperature circuitry. A traditional readout (illustrated in Fig. 2) 
utilizes a coil to couple changes in TES current to changes in SQUID magnetic flux. Since the voltage drop across 

the SQUID depends on the magnetic flux passing through 
the SQUID, changes in TES current produce measureable 
changes in SQUID voltage. 
 
The fundamental basis for our proposed multiplexing 
scheme is to utilize microwave electronics and 
superconducting resonators to measure the SQUID 
inductance. The same physics that varies the SQUID 
voltage as a function of coupled magnetic flux also 
changes the SQUID inductance (see Fig. 3). Specifically, 
the SQUID has an inductance, L(!)=LJsec(!), where 
!=2"#/#0 is the phase difference of the superconducting 
order parameter across the junction and depends on the 
magnetic flux through the loop. LJ="0/2#IC, "0=2$10

-15
 

Webers is the quanta of magnetic flux, and IC is the 
Josephson junction critical current. 
 
The SQUID inductance can be measured by inductively 
coupling it to a quarter wavelength coplanar waveguide 
(CPW) resonator. This resonator is subsequently 
capacitvely coupled to a microwave CPW transmission line 
(see Fig. 4). The resonator couples only to a single tone on 
the microwave transmission line. Changes in the SQUID 
inductance produce small changes in the resonator 
impedance. By monitoring the amplitude and phase of a 
single microwave tone near resonance we can directly 
measure the SQUID inductance. 
 
Figure 5 illustrates our proposed multiplexing scheme 
where each individual TES couples its current to a 
corresponding SQUID whose magnetic flux is modulated 
via a coil. Each SQUID is in turn coupled inductively to a 
resonator which is capacitively coupled to a single CPW 
transmission line. Each resonator is tuned to its own 
resonant frequency. Since the resonators have very high 
quality factors, Q, they couple strongly only to frequencies 
near resonance and have unity transmission to off resonant 
tones. The resonator frequencies will range from 4-10 GHz 

with each resonator having more than 1 MHz of bandwidth. As such, our proposed TES readout can multiplex 
~1000 TES devices on a single transmission line with each channel having ~1 MHz of bandwidth. This is precisely 

what is required for multiplexing cryogenic Dark Matter detectors where 1 µs time resolution is needed for event 
reconstruction and identification. 
 

 
Figure 2 Diagram of a traditional SQUID-based TES 

readout. Power incident on the voltage biased TES 

changes its resistance producing a change in the TES 

current. This current couples magnetic field into the 

SQUID via a coil. The change in the magnetic field 

produces a measureable change in the SQUID voltage. 

 

 
Figure 3  Plot of the dependence of the SQUID 

inductance on magnetic flux. 

 

 

The first stage of this project involves the fabrication and characterization of a suitable test TES detector. We 
propose to demonstrate the viability of the readout using TES-based x-ray detectors because they are straight 
forward to fabricate and can be readily characterized with radioactive sources. For this project, we will use our 

developed techniques at MSD and CNM, to fabricate a 300µm!300µm!1µm mushroom shape Bismuth X-ray 
absorber on top of a Mo/Au TES with a dielectric spacer. We expect to finish the work by the end of FY13. 
 
The second stage of this project is the design and construction of the proposed cryogenic microwave readout 
system. This involves the acquisition and commissioning of a microwave test bed which includes a sub-Kelvin 
cryogenic system, a 20 GHz Anritsu microwave signal generator, a 20 GHz vector network analyzer, a coax cable 
chain with programmable attenuators and amplifiers, and an IQ mixer. Contemporaneous with the development of 
the microwave test bed will be the design and fabrication of SQUID resonator chips at NIST. We expect to finish the 
construction of the test bed and the fabrication of SQUID resonator chips in parallel before the end of FY14. 
 
The final stage of the project is the operation of the ANL manufactured and characterized x-ray detector using our 
proposed multiplexing scheme. From this measurement, we will demonstrate that we can couple a number of TES 
detectors to a single microwave transmission line with each channel possessing ~1 MHz of bandwidth. We will also 
demonstrate that we can multiplex the TES detectors through simultaneous readout of multiple devices. 
 
Table 1 lists our project milestones outlined above. We anticipate that successful demonstration of our proposed 
technology will require three years of development after which additional research and development can be pursued 
for integrating our readout into existing scientific programs. 
 

 
Figure 4  Left: illustration of a quarter wavelength resonator inductively coupled to a SQUID and capacitively coupled to a 

transmission line. Right: changes in the SQUID inductance produce shifts in the resonance frequency of the resonator. 

 

 
Figure 5  Illustration of a SQUID-based microwave multiplexer for TES readout.  The current from individual TES 

detectors is coupled to the magnetic flux in a SQUID through coils. Each SQUID is inductively coupled to a quarter 

wavelength resonator which is capacitively coupled to a single transmission line. Each resonator is tuned to its own resonant 

frequency. Changes in the individual TES currents modulate the individual resonator impedances which in turn modulate the 

amplitude and phase of microwave tones near the individual resonances on the transmission line.  
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Figure 5  Illustration of a SQUID-based microwave multiplexer for TES readout.  The current from individual TES 
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New Multiplexing technology

• Current MUX operate at 300 kHz - 2 MHz           
(~5 kHz bandwidth per channel)

• Develop high frequency MUX at 1-10 GHz          
(~1 MHz bandwidth per channel)

- High speed digital electronics + superconducting 
microwave resonators

• Makes existing SuperCDMS detector technology 
scalable to 1-ton

• Broad applications elsewhere eg:

- Mpixel X-ray micro-calorimeter arrays

- Mpixel Optical/Near-IR spectrophotometer



SPT

SPT+DES

Dark Matter?


